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Spring Campaigns Bring New Success to Volcano
New Offers add value and convenience without increasing costs

Sales Explode!

This document outlines the various
campaign components put in place over
the Spring that have made Volcano Coffee
Company the new coffee and cafe of
choice. Thanks to a lot of hard work from
our individual cafe owners, fantastic
ideas, and hard work from every part of
our organization, Volcano enjoyed it’s
most successful two consecutive quarters
yet.

We are grateful to all who made and
continue to keep the dream and mission
of Volcano alive and well. How do we
customize this design for our own use? I
have a color printer and would like to
print in color.

The richest beans in the WorldHigh Quality Coffee is the Key

Having a good product alone does not
ensure success. That is why we have
documented the full spectrum of
campaigns and marketing ideas used in
our cafes around the world throughout
this Spring.

You can pick the idea that works best for
your particular needs and environment.
See the end of this document for how to
get more information Volcano’s success
begins at the core with quality product.

Campaign Specifics: A Spring Beyond Compare

With the experience they garnered
purchasing for premier coffee
manufacturers in Germany and
Switzerland, Pedro and Dalia Carrerra
have become two of the world’s



foremost experts in bean selection and
purchasing.

They examine everything from the
manner in which the beans are harvested
to the average temperature of the region
for whichever particular aroma and flavor
they are seeking.
Quality begins with hand-picked care

Volcano owes a lot of its success to the
hard work and keen sense of Pedro and
Dalia’s team. With the experience they
garnered purchasing for premier coffee
manu-facturers in Germany and
Switzerland, Pedro and Dalia Carrerra
have become two of the world’s
foremost experts in bean selection and
purchasing. No doubt, Pedro and Dalia
are two of Volcano’s most dedicated
coffee aficionados.

New Ads Increase Awareness for Volcano Coffee Company.

The company’s newest ad campaign features celebrities enjoying Volcano coffee in exotic locations around the
world. The ads solidify Volcano as the premium brand of coffee “for the most discriminating tastes in the world.
” “The idea is well known, but the execution should startle most everyone. Stay tuned,” says Arthur Smith
Chief of Advertising. The campaign breaks this year and will run for at least a year (from “Perfect Brand
Campaign” brief, Advertising, Arthur Smith).

New Processing Procedures Lock in Flavor

Founder and co-owner Arthur Martinez introduced a new bean processing idea to Volcano just at the end of last
year. With relatively few changes in our original processing equipment, Volcano bean processing plants were able
to implement the faster, safer, and more environmentally friendly process that actually locks in flavor better than
our previous methods. The result is cleaner beans with less material waste and more flavor. You can’t do much
better than that! We used new of this new process in informational pamphlets in all stores. It not only sent a
positive message about Volcano being a responsible corporate citizen, but it informed our customers of why
Volcano Coffee is more flavorful and aromatic than our competitors.

They examine everything from the manner in which the beans are harvested to the average temperature of the
region for whichever particular aroma and flavor they are seeking. Make no mistake about it, what these two do is
science. Volcano owes a lot of its success to the hard work and keen sense of Pedro and Dalia’s team. Having a
good product alone does not ensure success. That is why we have documented the full spectrum of campaigns and
marketing ideas used in our cafes around the world throughout this Spring. You can pick the idea that works best
for your particular needs and environment. See the end of this document for how to get more information.

Seasonal Changes in Menu are a Hit Around the World. While we initially began changing menus around the
Holiday Season (the first two holiday additions(hot apple cider and eggnog flavored coffee drinks(were both a
great hit), it’s a relatively new idea to continue modifying our menu throughout the year with seasonal favorites.
For example, lighter, fruity iced coffee drinks have been very successful in any warm/temperate climate. Best of
all, since Volcano is world-wide, Winter mixes and Summer mixes can be used in both the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres alternately(eliminating the need to cut back or alter production schedules on just a seasonal basis.

Healthy Alternatives for every Taste and Type. As more and more people discover Latte, it is quickly becoming
Volcano Coffee Company’s most popular drink. But the high incidence of lactose intolerance among 80% of the
world’s population threatened the future of this favorite. There is amazing pent-up demand for a lactose free
version of the latte. Some analysts say that upon release, shortages in reduced lactose lattes could begin to appear
in as little as 4 months! Prices could reach an all time high. Meanwhile, research and development of advanced
milk science may offer some relief in the future (from “The Cost of Caffeine: A Journal of Coffee drinkers)
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Downtown Morning Campaign Endears Volcano to Young Professionals. One of the great surprises of the Spring
was the success of the Downtown Morning campaign. Major cities across the Unites States made local and
national newspapers complimentary and added home-baked goods to their pastry counters. Some of the larger
cafes also added typical European simple breakfast fare. The result was a huge surge in repeat customer
patronage. People loved the comfortable atmosphere, good food and excellent selection. Some cafes and now
toying with the idea of extending the same idea to late evenings, including adding live jazz one night of the week.

Frequent Flyer Cards. That’s the colloquial name for another great repeat customer winner(frequent coffee buyer
cards. Customers get a hole-punched for every coffee drink or coffee bean purchase. Twenty hole punches and
the customer gets one free pound of premium coffee. The card has been particularly successful in Europe where
the concept is still relatively new. The cards design has also won an international design award for “Excellence of
Logo Usage”. This has translated to people keeping their cards even when they are completely punched. Bravo
to both the world-wide marketing team and our design gurus for this incredible program.

The Success is Everywhere. Across the entire product line, sales continue the solid trends of recent decades. We
continue to show good growth in the special drinks category, especially among cocoa based and frothy beverages.
Furthermore, we are now recouping years of hard work and major investment in Coffee appliances and are steadily
establishing Volcano as the premier name not only in beans, but also in bean grinders and brewers. As you can
see, it’s going to be a full month at the Cafes, especially for young people. The popular Young

Quality Coffee Makes the Difference

Volcano’s success begins at the core with quality product. With the experience they garnered purchasing for
premier coffee manufacturers in Germany and Switzerland, Pedro and Dalia Carrerra have become two of the
world’s foremost experts in bean selection and purchasing. They examine everything from the manner in which
the beans are harvested to the average temperature of the region for whichever particular aroma and flavor they are
seeking. Make no mistake about it, what these two do is science. Volcano owes a lot of its success to the hard
work and keen sense of Pedro and Dalia’s team.

Having a good product alone does not ensure success. That is why we have documented the full spectrum of
campaigns and marketing ideas used in our cafes around the world throughout this Spring. You can pick the idea
that works best for your particular needs and environment. See the end of this document for how to get more
information.

Campaign Specifics: A Spring Beyond Compare

New Ads Increase Awareness for Volcano Coffee Company. The company’s newest ad campaign features
celebrities enjoying Volcano coffee in exotic locations around the world. The ads solidify Volcano as the premium
brand of coffee “for the most discriminating tastes in the world.” “The idea is well known, but the execution
should startle most everyone. Stay tuned,” says Arthur Smith Chief of Advertising. The campaign breaks this
year and will run for at least a year (from “Perfect Brand Campaign” brief, Advertising, Arthur Smith).

New Processing Procedures Lock in Flavor. Founder and co-owner Arthur Martinez introduced a new bean
processing idea to Volcano just at the end of last year. With relatively few changes in our original processing
equipment, Volcano bean processing plants were able to implement the faster, safer, and more environmentally
friendly process that actually locks in flavor better than our previous methods. The result is cleaner beans with less
material waste and more flavor. You can’t do much better than that! We used new of this new process in
informational pamphlets in all stores. It not only sent a positive message about Volcano being a responsible
corporate citizen, but it informed our customers of why Volcano Coffee is more flavorful and aromatic than our
competitors.
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Seasonal Changes in Menu are a Hit Around the World. While we initially began changing menus around the
Holiday Season (the first two holiday additions(hot apple cider and eggnog flavored coffee drinks(were both a
great hit), it’s a relatively new idea to continue modifying our menu throughout the year with seasonal favorites.
For example, lighter, fruity iced coffee drinks have been very successful in any warm/temperate climate. Best of
all, since Volcano is world-wide, Winter mixes and Summer mixes can be used in both the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres alternately(eliminating the need to cut back or alter production schedules on just a seasonal basis.

Healthy Alternatives for every Taste and Type. As more and more people discover Latte, it is quickly becoming
Volcano Coffee Company’s most popular drink. But the high incidence of lactose intolerance among 80% of the
world’s population threatened the future of this favorite. There is amazing pent-up demand for a lactose free
version of the latte. Some analysts say that upon release, shortages in reduced lactose lattes could begin to appear
in as little as 4 months! Prices could reach an all time high. Meanwhile, research and development of advanced
milk science may offer some relief in the future (from “The Cost of Caffeine: A Journal of Coffee drinkers)

Downtown Morning Campaign Endears Volcano to Young Professionals. One of the great surprises of the Spring
was the success of the Downtown Morning campaign. Major cities across the Unites States made local and
national newspapers complimentary and added home-baked goods to their pastry counters. Some of the larger
cafes also added typical European simple breakfast fare. The result was a huge surge in repeat customer
patronage. People loved the comfortable atmosphere, good food and excellent selection. Some cafes and now
toying with the idea of extending the same idea to late evenings, including adding live jazz one night of the week.

Frequent Flyer Cards. That’s the colloquial name for another great repeat customer winner(frequent coffee buyer
cards. Customers get a hole-punched for every coffee drink or coffee bean purchase. Twenty hole punches and
the customer gets one free pound of premium coffee. The card has been particularly successful in Europe where
the concept is still relatively new. The cards design has also won an international design award for “Excellence of
Logo Usage”. This has translated to people keeping their cards even when they are completely punched. Bravo
to both the world-wide marketing team and our design gurus for this incredible program.

The Success is Everywhere. Across the entire product line, sales continue the solid trends of recent decades. We
continue to show good growth in the special drinks category, especially among cocoa based and frothy beverages.
Furthermore, we are now recouping years of hard work and major investment in Coffee appliances and are steadily
establishing Volcano as the premier name not only in beans, but also in bean grinders and brewers. As you can
see, it’s going to be a full month at the Cafes, especially for young people. The popular Young Scientist series
resumes and promises to bring your children face to face with the truly astounding from more fields than ever. As
members, you and your kids can enjoy one presentation in the series at no charge. Or you can attend the entire
series at a special rate. Take a look below at just some of what you’ll discover in the Young Scientist series. And
feel free to call us for details.

Having a good product alone does not ensure success. That is why we have documented the full spectrum of
campaigns and marketing ideas used in our cafes around the world throughout this Spring. You can pick the idea
that works best for your particular needs and environment.

New Ads Increase Awareness for Volcano Coffee Company. The company’s newest ad campaign features
celebrities enjoying Volcano coffee in exotic locations around the world. The ads solidify Volcano as the premium
brand of coffee “for the most discriminating tastes in the world.” “The idea is well known, but the execution
should startle most everyone. Stay tuned,” says Arthur Smith Chief of Advertising. The campaign breaks this
year and will run for at least a year (from “Perfect Brand Campaign” brief, Advertising, Arthur Smith).

New Processing Procedures Lock in Flavor. Founder and co-owner Arthur Martinez introduced a new bean
processing idea to Volcano just at the end of last year. With relatively few changes in our original processing
equipment, Volcano bean processing plants were able to implement the faster, safer, and more environmentally
friendly process that actually locks in flavor better than our previous methods. The result is cleaner beans with less
material waste and more flavor. You can’t do much better than that! We used new of this new process in
informational pamphlets in all stores. It not only sent a positive message about Volcano being a responsible
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corporate citizen, but it informed our customers of why Volcano Coffee is more flavorful and aromatic than our
competitors.

Seasonal Changes in Menu are a Hit Around the World. While we initially began changing menus around the
Holiday Season (the first two holiday additions(hot apple cider and eggnog flavored coffee drinks(were both a
great hit), it’s a relatively new idea to continue modifying our menu throughout the year with seasonal favorites.
For example, lighter, fruity iced coffee drinks have been very successful in any warm/temperate climate. Best of
all, since Volcano is world-wide, Winter mixes and Summer mixes can be used in both the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres alternately(eliminating the need to cut back or alter production schedules on just a seasonal basis.

Healthy Alternatives for every Taste and Type. As more and more people discover Latte, it is quickly becoming
Volcano Coffee Company’s most popular drink. But the high incidence of lactose intolerance among 80% of the
world’s population threatened the future of this favorite. There is amazing pent-up demand for a lactose free
version of the latte. Some analysts say that upon release, shortages in reduced lactose lattes could begin to appear
in as little as 4 months! Prices could reach an all time high. Meanwhile, research and development of advanced
milk science may offer some relief in the future (from “The Cost of Caffeine: A Journal of Coffee drinkers)

Downtown Morning Campaign Endears Volcano to Young Professionals. One of the great surprises of the Spring
was the success of the Downtown Morning campaign. Major cities across the Unites States made local and
national newspapers complimentary and added home-baked goods to their pastry counters. Some of the larger
cafes also added typical European simple breakfast fare. The result was a huge surge in repeat customer
patronage. People loved the comfortable atmosphere, good food and excellent selection. Some cafes and now
toying with the idea of extending the same idea to late evenings, including adding live jazz one night of the week.

Frequent Flyer Cards. That’s the colloquial name for another great repeat customer winner(frequent coffee buyer
cards. Customers get a hole-punched for every coffee drink or coffee bean purchase. Twenty hole punches and
the customer gets one free pound of premium coffee. The card has been particularly successful in Europe where
the concept is still relatively new. The cards design has also won an international design award for “Excellence of
Logo Usage”. This has translated to people keeping their cards even when they are completely punched. Bravo
to both the world-wide marketing team and our design gurus for this incredible program.

The Success is Everywhere. Across the entire product line, sales continue the solid trends of recent decades. We
continue to show good growth in the special drinks category, especially among cocoa based and frothy beverages.
Furthermore, we are now recouping years of hard work and major investment in Coffee appliances and are steadily
establishing Volcano as the premier name not only in beans, but also in bean grinders and brewers. As you can
see, it’s going to be a full month at the Cafes, especially for young people. The popular Young Scientist series
resumes and promises to bring your children face to face with the truly astounding from more fields than ever. As
members, you and your kids can enjoy one presentation in the series at no charge. Or you can attend the entire
series at a special rate. Take a look below at just some of what you’ll discover in the Young Scientist series. And
feel free to call us for details.

Quality Coffee Makes the Difference. Volcano’s success begins at the core with quality product. With the
experience they garnered purchasing for premier coffee manufacturers in Germany and Switzerland, Pedro and
Dalia Carrerra have become two of the world’s foremost experts in bean selection and purchasing. They examine
everything from the manner in which the beans are harvested to the average temperature of the region for
whichever particular aroma and flavor they are seeking. Make no mistake about it, what these two do is science.
Volcano owes a lot of its success to the hard work and keen sense of Pedro and Dalia’s team.

Having a good product alone does not ensure success. That is why we have documented the full spectrum of
campaigns and marketing ideas used in our cafes around the world throughout this Spring. You can pick the idea
that works best for your particular needs and environment. For more information try the following:

n Call us direct at 1-111-222-3333
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n Mail us at our headquarters
n Contact your local sales representative
n Contact your local supplier
n Send email to “moreinfo”
n Make sure to read our bi-weekly company newsletter
n Periodically check our new on-line bulleting boards for news

New Ads Increase Awareness for Volcano Coffee Company. The company’s newest ad campaign features
celebrities enjoying Volcano coffee in exotic locations around the world. The ads solidify Volcano as the premium
brand of coffee “for the most discriminating tastes in the world.” “The idea is well known, but the execution
should startle most everyone. Stay tuned,” says Arthur Smith Chief of Advertising. The campaign breaks this
year and will run for at least a year (from “Perfect Brand Campaign” brief, Advertising, Arthur Smith).

While we initially began changing menus around the Holiday Season (the first two holiday additions(hot apple
cider and eggnog flavored coffee drinks(were both a great hit), it’s a relatively new idea to continue modifying
our menu throughout the year with seasonal favorites. For example, lighter, fruity iced coffee drinks have been
very successful in any warm/temperate climate. Best of all, since Volcano is world-wide, Winter mixes and
Summer mixes can be used in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres alternately(eliminating the need to cut
back or alter production schedules on just a seasonal basis.

Healthy Alternatives for every Taste and Type.

As more and more people discover Latte, it is quickly becoming Volcano Coffee Company’s most popular drink.
But the high incidence of lactose intolerance among 80% of the world’s population threatened the future of this
favorite. There is amazing pent-up demand for a lactose free version of the latte. Some analysts say that upon
release, shortages in reduced lactose lattes could begin to appear in as little as 4 months! Prices could reach an all
time high. Meanwhile, research and development of advanced milk science may offer some relief in the future
(from “The Cost of Caffeine: A Journal of Coffee drinkers)
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RESEARCH LEADS THE WAY TO NEW PRODUCTS

buy Buys buying Bought

Volcano Coffee Company’s long term product strategy is
grounded on extensive market research indicating that only 3 out of
10 people grind their own coffee at least once a week.

Idea Time
Specialty baked goods 3-4 weeks
Frequent purchase card 1-2 weeks
Theme week 2-3 weeks
Live morning jazz 3-4 weeks
Change coffee mix 1-2 weeks
Local mail campaign 5-6 weeks
Market research 4-6 weeks
Promotional offers 3-4 weeks
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The Success is Everywhere.

Across the entire product line, sales continue the solid trends of recent decades. We continue to show good growth
in the special drinks category, especially among cocoa based and frothy beverages. Furthermore, we are now
recouping years of hard work and major investment in Coffee appliances and are steadily establishing Volcano as
the premier name not only in beans, but also in bean grinders and brewers. As you can see, it’s going to be a full
month at the Cafes, especially for young people. The popular Young Scientist series resumes and promises to bring
your children face to face with the truly astounding from more fields than ever. As members, you and your kids
can enjoy one presentation in the series at no charge. Or you can attend the entire series at a special rate. Take a
look below at just some of what you’ll discover in the Young Scientist series. And feel free to call us for details.

Quality Coffee Makes the Difference

Volcano’s success begins at the core with quality product. With the experience they garnered purchasing for
premier coffee manufacturers in Germany and Switzerland, Pedro and Dalia Carrerra have become two of the
world’s foremost experts in bean selection and purchasing. They examine everything from the manner in which
the beans are harvested to the average temperature of the region for whichever particular aroma and flavor they are
seeking.

Having a good product alone does not ensure success. That is why we have documented the full
spectrum of campaigns and marketing ideas used in our cafes around the world throughout this Spring. You can
pick the idea that works best for your particular needs and environment. See the end of this document for how to
get more information.

New Ads Increase Awareness for Volcano Coffee Company. The company’s newest ad campaign
features celebrities enjoying Volcano coffee in exotic locations around the world. The ads solidify Volcano as the
premium brand of coffee “for the most discriminating tastes in the world.” “The idea is well known, but the
execution should startle most everyone. Stay tuned,” says Arthur Smith Chief of Advertising. The campaign
breaks this year and will run for at least a year (from “Perfect Brand Campaign” brief, Advertising, Arthur
Smith).

New Processing Procedures Lock in Flavor. Founder and co-owner Arthur Martinez introduced a new
bean processing idea to Volcano just at the end of last year. With relatively few changes in our original processing
equipment, Volcano bean processing plants were able to implement the faster, safer, and more environmentally
friendly process that actually locks in flavor better than our previous methods. The result is cleaner beans with less
material waste and more flavor. You can’t do much better than that! We used new of this new process in
informational pamphlets in all stores. It not only sent a positive message about Volcano being a responsible
corporate citizen, but it informed our customers of why Volcano Coffee is more flavorful and aromatic than our
competitors.

Seasonal Changes in Menu are a Hit Around the World. While we initially began changing menus
around the Holiday Season (the first two holiday additions(hot apple cider and eggnog flavored coffee drinks(were
both a great hit), it’s a relatively new idea to continue modifying our menu throughout the year with seasonal
favorites. For example, lighter, fruity iced coffee drinks have been very successful in any warm/temperate climate.
Best of all, since Volcano is world-wide, Winter mixes and Summer mixes can be used in both the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres alternately(eliminating the need to cut back or alter production schedules on just a seasonal
basis.

Healthy Alternatives for every Taste and Type. As more and more people discover Latte, it is quickly
becoming Volcano Coffee Company’s most popular drink. But the high incidence of lactose intolerance among
80% of the world’s population threatened the future of this favorite. There is amazing pent-up demand for a
lactose free version of the latte. Some analysts say that upon release, shortages in reduced lactose lattes could
begin to appear in as little as 4 months! Prices could reach an all time high. Meanwhile, research and
development of advanced milk science may offer some relief in the future (from “The Cost of Caffeine: A Journal
of Coffee drinkers)
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Downtown Morning Campaign Endears Volcano to Young Professionals. One of the great surprises
of the Spring was the success of the Downtown Morning campaign. Major cities across the Unites States made
local and national newspapers complimentary and added home-baked goods to their pastry counters. Some of the
larger cafes also added typical European simple breakfast fare. The result was a huge surge in repeat customer
patronage. People loved the comfortable atmosphere, good food and excellent selection. Some cafes and now
toying with the idea of extending the same idea to late evenings, including adding live jazz one night of the week.

Frequent Flyer Cards. That’s the colloquial name for another great repeat customer winner(frequent coffee
buyer cards. Customers get a hole-punched for every coffee drink or coffee bean purchase. Twenty hole punches
and the customer gets one free pound of premium coffee. The card has been particularly successful in Europe
where the concept is still relatively new. The cards design has also won an international design award for
“Excellence of Logo Usage”. This has translated to people keeping their cards even when they are completely
punched. Bravo to both the world-wide marketing team and our design gurus for this incredible program.

The Success is Everywhere. Across the entire product line, sales continue the solid trends of recent decades.
We continue to show good growth in the special drinks category, especially among cocoa based and frothy
beverages. Furthermore, we are now recouping years of hard work and major investment in Coffee appliances and
are steadily establishing Volcano as the premier name not only in beans, but also in bean grinders and brewers. As
you can see, it’s going to be a full month at the Cafes, especially for young people. The popular Young Scientist
series resumes and promises to bring your children face to face with the truly astounding from more fields than
ever. As members, you and your kids can enjoy one presentation in the series at no charge. Or you can attend the
entire series at a special rate. Take a look below at just some of what you’ll discover in the Young Scientist series.
And feel free to call us for details.
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